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ABOUT 
US!

www.caaindia.com

Chimes Aviation Academy (CAA) is one of India’s 
leading DGCA approved Flying Training Organisations (FTO) 
to provide comprehensive flying training for aspiring pilots and flying 
enthusiasts. Established in June 2008, CAA has flown more than 85,000 hours till date.

Located in the heart of India, Dhana, Madhya Pradesh, CAA takes advantage of more than 300 
days of clear weather in a year, suitable for large scale flying training. With one of the biggest 
operational fleets owned by any FTO in India and supported by a CAR 145 & CAR M subpart-G 
certified in-house aircraft maintenance team, the academy is able to fly the maximum number of 
hours annually by any FTO in India.

Driving a culture of excellence in all facets of global aviation training and flying infrastructure, 
CAA has won a number of certifications and accolades in its more than 12 years of operations. In 
its mission to offer the best quality pilot training at par with global standards, the academy has 
successfully braved through multiple ripples in the aviation industry, latest one being Covid-19 
lockdown. This success can be attributed to the professionalism and commitment of all 
personnel involved in CAA since its inception.

Strict adherence to quality and ethics has ensured that CAA delivers excellence within defined 
timelines and competes with the best flying training organisations worldwide.



WHY US!
Aircraft Fleet

www.caaindia.com

We have one of the 
biggest fleet owned by 
any FTO in India.
10 Cessna 172, and
2 Diamond DA42

The only Indian academy 
whose fleet consumes readily 
available ATF fuel, in contrast 
to other FTOs, which consume 
sparsely available 100LL fuel.

Continental 
Diesel Engines

Making transition to bigger 
jets a natural event.

Garmin G1000 
Glass Cockpit Only academy in India to use 

FlightLogger Software to 
digitize the Flying Training 
experience for cadets.

FlightLogger

Unrestricted 
Airspace
CAA’s has it’s own Ground to Air 
communication set-up & 
Runway to ensure continuous 
uninterupted flying for our 
cadets.

Night Flying
Our Airstrip is equipped with 
night flying facilities, enabling 
more flying!

For Admissions
Call +91 987 366 2370
email: admissions@caa.edu.in

Chimes Aviation Academy
Dhana Airstrip, PO Dhana, Sagar, 
MP 470 228, India

First and only Private Flying 
Training Organisation in India 
to host a campus selection.

Industry 
Recognition

Air conditioned IT-enabled 
facility, with experienced 
instructors.

Ground School
Safe, secure & fully-equipped 
hostel facility within the 
academy premises, 
separate for boys and girls.

Hostel Facility

Till date we have trained 
over 400, out of which 
90+ are placed
with IndiGo.

Alumni 
Strength

400+

facebook.com/Chimesaviationacademy/

instagram.com/chimesaviationacademy/

youtube.com/user/caaindia


